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Memorandum 
Department of Public Works 
 

 

TO:   Michael O. Geisel, P.E. 
   City Administrator 
 
FROM:  James A. Eckrich, P.E. 
   Public Works Dir. / City Engineer
  
DATE:  October 1, 2020  
  
RE: Wilson Avenue  
 

 
Similar to the streets in most cities throughout the United States, the transportation 

network in the City of Chesterfield developed over a long period of time.  Due to the 
manner in which the City of Chesterfield was developed, most streets in the City of 
Chesterfield were created as part of a subdivision and meet the majority of today’s 

standards.  However, there are a number of streets that were created many years ago, 
sometimes connecting area farms, serving agricultural or other purposes, which do 
not meet today’s standards.  Examples of streets in the City of Chesterfield that were 

constructed that way are:  Hog Hollow Road, West Drive, Old Clarkson Road, River 
Valley Drive, Church Road, and Wilson Avenue.   

 
Wilson Avenue is particularly challenging because it serves as a collector road for a 
large number of subdivisions and residents desiring to access either Clarkson Road 

(south) or Wild Horse Creek Road (north).  Over time the City has made incremental 
improvements to Wilson Avenue, including reconstruction of the intersection at 

Clarkson Road in the early 1990s and reconstruction of the culvert (previously one 
lane) just north of the steep hill in 2018. However, portions of the road, specifically 
the northern section near Wild Horse Creek Road, do not meet today’s design 

standards and include multiple safety and maintenance concerns.   
 
The problems with Wilson Avenue are certainly not new, and improvements to Wilson 

Avenue have been contemplated for years.  In fact, when the Wilson Creek 
subdivision was platted additional right of way was dedicated for an anticipated new 

roadway alignment in that area.  A quick bullet point list of the deficiencies on the 
northern portion of Wilson Avenue is as follows: 
 

• Insufficient turning radii and sight distance at the intersection of Wilson 
Avenue and Wild Horse Creek Road. 

• Narrow Wilson Avenue roadway with no shoulders and utility poles 
immediately adjacent to the road. 
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• Lack of adequate drainage ditches along Wilson Avenue in areas with 
persistent groundwater causing water and ice alongside and onto the 
roadway throughout the year. 

• A severe “S Curve” in the roadway with adjacent utility poles and a 
nearby creek. In this area the Street Maintenance Division has actually 
had to “creatively engineer” a roadway base using sections of guardrail. 

• Walnut Hill Farm intersects Wilson Avenue at a steep grade with 
insufficient sight distance.  The creek along the west side of Wilson 

Avenue frequently rises above the bridge leading to the Walnut Hill 
subdivision, causing damage and limiting access to / from the 

subdivision. 

• There are no pedestrian or bicycle accommodations in this section of 
Wilson Avenue. 

 
While the Wilson Avenue safety concerns are predominantly located between Wild 

Horse Creek Road and the recently constructed culvert, I would be remiss in not 
mentioning the steep hill located just south of the culvert.  That hill contains a 17 

percent slope along a curve and is regularly impassible during inclement weather.   
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As you know, the City proposed a complete reconstruction of Wilson Avenue in the 

1990s.  That project, which would have been partially funded through a federal 
grant, would have addressed all of the safety deficiencies of Wilson Avenue.  The road 

proposed at that time consisted of a full forty feet wide cross section, including two 
twelve feet wide lanes with an eight feet shoulder on each side.  However, the project 
was not favored by a majority of area residents because the proposed design would 

have changed the character of Wilson Avenue.  That project was ultimately 
abandoned and the grant funding was forfeited.  Since that time the portion of Wilson 
Avenue south of the Forest subdivision (south of the steep hill) has been completely 

reconstructed.  The remaining portion of Wilson Avenue, including the concerns 
referenced above, are maintained by City Staff to the best of our abilities.   

 
While Wilson Avenue has been a concern of the Public Works Department for some 
time, I am bringing this matter to your attention now because the City has received 

the attached letter from the Walnut Hill subdivision.  As you can see, Walnut Hill is 
requesting that the section of Wilson Avenue from Wild Horse Creek Road to the 

newly constructed culvert (shown above) be improved to address safety concerns.  
Specifically, Walnut Hill is requesting the following: 
 

• An improved intersection at Wilson Avenue and Wild Horse Creek Road. 

• Straightening of the “S curve” south of Wild Horse Creek Road. 

• Reconstructing the Walnut Hill Farm Drive bridge to address the flooding 
problems and facilitate an improved connection to Wilson Avenue. 

• Improved line of sight for drivers. 

• The addition of shoulder on both sides of the road. 

• The addition of a sidewalk on one side of the road. 
 
I find the letter from Walnut Hill to be well written and I share their concerns 

regarding the safety of this section of Wilson Avenue.  I believe the letter 
demonstrates that there is resident support for the City improving this section of 
Wilson Avenue.  That said, there are likely residents who will once again oppose large 

scale improvement to Wilson Avenue.  Accordingly, I believe this matter should be 
submitted to the Planning and Public Works Committee of City Council for it to 

determine whether City Staff should pursue financial assistance to construct 
improvements to Wilson Avenue.  Please note that the request from Walnut Hill 
subdivision does NOT request any improvements to the steep hill south of the newly 

constructed culvert.     
 
Wilson Avenue is classified as a Major Collector by East West Gateway, and is 

therefore eligible for grant funding through the Transportation Improvement Program 
(TIP).  The City could potentially recoup up to eighty percent of the costs to 

reconstruct this roadway.  However, this grant program has become extremely 
competitive in recent years, and the cost to reconstruct Wilson Avenue will be high.  
The high reconstruction cost makes it difficult to qualify for grant funding, as the 

grants are based upon a cost / benefit analysis.  The good news, as it relates to the 
grant, is that there are myriad deficiencies in this section of Wilson Avenue.  
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Accordingly, the “benefit” points associated with the project will also be high, giving 
us a better chance of obtaining a TIP grant. 

 
In the last ten to fifteen years, the City has had great success in obtaining TIP grants.  

These grants have funded projects such as Ladue Road, Edison Avenue, Stablestone 
Drive, Appalachian Trail, South Greentrails Drive, the Timberlake Manor Bridge, and 
the Schoettler Road Bridge.  However, in more recent years TIP grants have become 

more difficult to acquire, and our most recent applications to fund improvements on 
Old Chesterfield Road, Schoettler Road, and Wilson Avenue have been unsuccessful.  
The unsuccessful 2020 grant application requested funding to construct an asphalt 

overlay on Schoettler Road and Wilson Avenue.   
 

A grant request to reconstruct Wilson Avenue will be substantially different than the 
previous grant request for an asphalt overlay.  An asphalt overlay is simply 
“pavement preservation” and ensures the road continues to function in its current 

state.  A reconstruction project will change the roadway, eliminate or minimize safety 
concerns, and add enhancements for pedestrians.  As stated earlier, a grant of this 

nature would generate a substantial number of favorable benefit points. 
 
The cost to overlay the section of Wilson Avenue from Wild Horse Creek Road to the 

new culvert is approximately $500,000.  The cost to reconstruct the roadway will be 
substantially more expensive.  A true estimate cannot be determined until a firm 
scope is defined.  That said, I believe the cost to reconstruct Wilson Avenue from Wild 

Horse Creek Road to the new culvert, including realigning the roadway and 
addressing the safety deficiencies delineated above, will be approximately $4.5 million 

dollars.  This could be offset by as much as $3.6 million (80 percent) in grant 
funding.  Please note that this project does NOT include addressing the steep hill 
south of the new culvert.  It is simply too substantive of a project and expensive to 

incorporate it into this project.   
 
In the paragraph above I reference the scope of the project.  This is an important 

decision prior to moving forward with the project.  Specific decisions which need to be 
made include the following: 

 

• Should the project contain no sidewalk/path/trail, a sidewalk/path/trail 
on one side, or a sidewalk/path/trail on both sides of the road? 

• Should the project contain a bike lane or other bike accommodations? 

• Should a shoulder be added to both sides of the road? 

• Should open ditches be maintained, or should an enclosed stormwater 
system be contemplated? 

 

In addition to the bullet points above, and not related to the safety or maintenance 
concerns of the roadway, is the originally planned connection from Wilson Avenue to 
Baxter Crossing Lane.  This connection was determined to be undesirable by a 

significant majority of the residential communities located off of Wilson Avenue in the 
early 1990s, prior to the expansion and completion of Baxter Road.  At that time 

there was concern that such a connection would encourage “cut-through” traffic to 
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Clarkson Road.  However, the subsequent improvements and extension of Baxter 
Road make such “cut-through” traffic much less likely today.   Therefore, another 
consideration is whether City Council desires to complete the connection of Wilson 
Avenue to Baxter Crossing Lane, and whether such a connection should be 
incorporated into this project.  Secondarily, if a roadway connection is not constructed, 
should a connection be made for pedestrians and cyclists?   
 

These are important questions that need to be addressed prior to submitting the 
grant application, as the City will be held to the scope contained in the grant 

application.  You will note that some of these questions / actions may be quite 
controversial.  Accordingly, it is my recommendation that we solicit public input from 
area residents.  Of course, Staff does not want to initiate this type of action without 

support from the City Council through the Planning and Public Works Committee.  
Note that the Walnut Hill subdivision has offered to assist in obtaining public 
support for the project.   

 
One additional point I would like to bring up is that due to COVID-19 2021 will likely 

be a unique opportunity for the City of Chesterfield.  Many cities and counties will 
likely be reducing upcoming projects due to unknown financial projections.  While 
closely monitoring finances is prudent for all agencies, including the City of 

Chesterfield, it is important to note that the City of Chesterfield has a Capital Projects 
Fund exclusively dedicated to street and capital improvements.  These funds cannot 

be used for general fund purposes.  The TIP is an opportunity to leverage our funds 
to potentially acquire much larger funding to make a substantial improvement in our 
community.  Due to the potential of fewer grant applications, a successful grant 

application in 2021 may be more likely than in other years. It should also be noted 
that if City Council directs that a grant application be initiated, and if that 
application is ultimately approved, it will be several years before construction begins.  

Once a TIP grant is approved, there is a multi-year cycle of engineering design, right 
of way acquisition, and then construction.  Typically this process takes three to five 

years from the award of the grant.      
 
If you have questions or would like to discuss this matter, please let me know.  

Otherwise, I am requesting approval from the Planning and Public Works 
Committee for the City Staff to pursue grant funding for the reconstruction of 
Wilson Avenue from Wild Horse Creek Road to the newly constructed culvert.  If 

approved, Staff will immediately begin gathering data and public input in anticipation 
of submitting a grant application in February of 2021. 

 
 
Action Recommended 

 
This matter should be forwarded to the Planning and Public Works Committee for 

consideration.  In conjunction with this memorandum, I will provide a presentation 
at the PPW meeting, with photos, detailing the deficiencies of Wilson Avenue.  Should 
PPW concur with Staff’s recommendation and the request from Walnut Hill, it should 
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authorize Public Works Staff to pursue a TIP grant for the reconstruction of Wilson 
Avenue from Wild Horse Creek Road to the newly constructed culvert.     

 
Should PPW determine that Wilson Avenue shall remain in its current configuration, 

the City Staff will continue to maintain it as-is and I will respond to Walnut Hill 
accordingly.   












